THREAD STARTED BY CAWFEEMUG TO SILVERFOXCRUISER.

Block silverfoxcruiser Confirm

Please understand...

Hi SFC...please understand a few things...interacting with D/K is very hard for me because it crashes Firefox on me, the other thing is I live out in the middle of nowhere with very unreliable wifi so if you need to contact me you can do it through my site or use my email, which is, lacewood12@gmail.com.

I truly want to thank you from the bottom of my soul for hearing and understanding my message. I have pushed and shoved and have gotten crickets in return. Anything you do will only help us as a nation and a people. It is after all, all about inclusion. We all must be included or this joint doesn't work and it isn't working.

Gilbert Satchell
Superior AZ

Re: Please understand...

silverfoxcruiser
Sun Jul 28, 2019 at 12:31 PM MST

Okay, first -- shall I call you Gilbert or Mr. Satchell? Which do you prefer? Second, I am planning to post your quote tomorrow morning in the Good News Roundup, and thought I would include your website (blog?) if that's okay with you. I read your "Hate" section, and know that many of the participants would be interested. I agree that we must all be
included and that's why your beautiful quote is so appealing to me! Now that I reread this, should I send an email? If you don't respond to this message, I'll email. Thank you, Silver

Re: Please understand...
cawfeemug
Sun Jul 28, 2019 at 01:18 PM MST

Hi Silver...please, call me Gilbert...I fought my way in here, you have no idea what a fight it was :( ...so ya, maybe next time an email, please.

The thing with hate is so pressing that I'm happy you are dealing with it here, so few understand and it does need to be understood. Anything and everything on my site is for fair use as long as I am cited and that also means that I am fair game for input as well as criticism. If there is anything you feel you can add to the site I am open to opening another authors page. I have invited a few from here in the past but they showed no interest.

If you read my personal pages you'll understand way more than you ever wanted to know. Your assistance is amazing to me and most welcome.

Peace Bro :)
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